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NARRATIVE  No: 1 - Officer: BANTHER, DENNIS

On November 20th, 2022 at approximatly 7:24 pm, an unknown caller contacted the Kingfisher 911 center to report a
hostage situation at ****** . The caller identified that some individuals had been shot and was requesting help.

While en route to the location, I had dispatch contact the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation for crime scene
workers. Capt. Stan Florence of the OSBI contacted me directly and asked what assistance we needed from them. We
agreed for them to send Crime Scene Technicians as well as Investigators to assist with the process.

I arrived at 9:58 pm. Other staff members were already on scene and had determined 4 were deceased (3 males, 1
female), 1 male individual was injured and transported via air ambulance to OU Medical Center in Oklahoma City, and
3 witnesses had been located and were being temporarily detained for questioning. They had also taped off the crime
scene area for security/investigative purposes.

I assisted staff members to clear outbuildings on the location. While assisting them, OSBI crime scene units and
investigators arrived. The investigators assisted in finding an interpreter to assist with the questioning. Through this
process they were able to determine the suspect information as well as why this event occurred.

After questioning was finished, I had arranged with the Sleep Inn in Hennessey, OK, to have rooms available for these
individuals to stay in. Sgt. Mike Shults and Lt. Ken Thompson transported them to the hotel as well as providing food
for them to eat.

I left the scene at 5:41 am on November 21, 2022 to get some sleep. On this same date at 11:07 am, I arrived back
on scene to assist in the process. I was there as an administrator to ensure my staff was doing what was necessary.

I had Deputy Yvonne White drive all county roads in the vicinity to look for foot tracks or a gun that might have been
disposed of. I had deputies Michael Farrar and Jonathan Riedlinger make sure the animals (dogs) were fed and
watered. Deputy Charles Blackburn transported an individual found hiding in the NW hoop growing house, to the
Sheriff's Office for questioning. Lt. Thompson, Sgt. Shults and I stayed on scene to answer any questions necessary.

Towards the end of the day, Oklahoma Bureau of Narcotics, executed a search warrant on the facilities for removal of
all Marijuana. Commissioner Ray Shimanek assisted in digging a hole off site and the transportation of the marijuana,
for destruction. All transportation and burial was supervised by OBN.

I left the scene at 6:04 pm.

Nothing further at this time. I will edit the report for more information later.
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NARRATIVE  No: 2 - Officer: JOSEPH, KEJAUN

On November 20, 2022, at approximately 19:24 hours, (I) Deputy Kejaun Joseph of the Kingfisher County Sheriff's
Office was dispatched to 2372 North 2760 Road in Hennessey, Kingfisher County, Oklahoma. The Kingfisher County
911 Center advised me that they received a third-party call for a Reporting Party named Sonny out of Oklahoma City.
The RP informed Kingfisher County Sheriff's Office Dispatch that she was receiving text messages from a friend stating
that two (2) people were possibly shot, and several people were possibly tied up and holding them at gunpoint. The
RP notified dispatch that a robbery was possible.

While I was enroute to the scene, I advised dispatch to contact the Kingfisher County Sheriff's Office supervisors and
advise them of the situation. Upon my arrival, I staged myself approximately a quarter of a mile south of the scene
and waited for additional deputies. After approximately fifteen (15) minutes, Deputy David Roller arrived and staged
just north of the scene. I drove by the property to get the layout of the property entrance. When I drove by, I noticed
there was a secured gate at the entrance to the property.

I made contact with Deputy Roller I noticed Deputy Roller had an Asian male in the front passenger seat of his patrol
unit. There was a language barrier, so we communicated with the Asian male with Google Translator. Five people were
shot, according to an Asian male. We asked him if he knew where the shooter was, but we could not get the shooter's
positive location due to the language barrier.

A short time later, Deputy Jonathan Riedlinger arrived at our location. Deputy Riedlinger advised us the gate was
unsecured, and there was a black Ford with the back passenger door opened. I got in the passenger seat of Deputy
Riedlinger's patrol unit. Deputy Riedlinger and I approached the property. We noticed an Asian male (#2) laying down
on the back passenger-side floorboard. We ordered the Asian male to show us his hands. While we were approaching
the vehicle, I directed Deputy Roller to watch the residence while Deputy Riedlinger and I approached the vehicle.
While we were getting closer to the vehicle, I noticed blood on the Asian male's hands lying on cardboard, and the
backseat was lifted. I also noticed the lights were on in the garage and the eastside door was opened. I directed
Deputy Riedlinger to watch the door to see if I could give medical aid. I asked the Asian man if he had been shot. Due
to a language barrier, the Asian male couldn't tell where he was shot. I didn't have a trauma kit on me.

A short time later, Sgt. Michael Shults arrived at our location. I directed Sgt. Shult and Deputy Roller stay with the
victim while Deputy Riedlinger and I cleared the garage. When we approached the garage's southeast window, Deputy
Riedlinger informed me there was a deceased subject on the westside wall with a dog. When we entered the garage, I
noticed a deceased Asian male with a gunshot wound in the middle of his forehead. Deputy Riedlinger cleared the
storage area of the garage. Deputy Riedlinger advised me there was a deceased Asian female under the cabinet with
two gunshot wounds to the abdomen.

After we completed clearing the garage, I advised Sgt. Shults, Deputies Riedlinger, and Roller that we were going to
clear the residence for any threats or victims inside the residence. We cleared the residence, and there were no
victims or any threats in the residence.

Deputy Riedlinger and I cleared the buildings on the south side of the property for any victims or threats. I noticed
Deputy Charles Blackburn and Sgt. Shuts had an unknown Asian male detained. I asked Deputy Blackburn, "Where
did the Asian male come from?" Deputy Blackburn advised me the Asian male was hiding in the ditch on the side of
the road.

UnderSheriff, Barry Riley arrived on the scene a short time later. Deputy Riedlinger and I advised Under Sheriff Riley
of the situation and advised him that the residence was secured, and the garage had four deceased victims with
gunshot wounds. I advised him that we didn't clear the north side of the property.

We all staged outside the gate to wait on more personnel due to the size of the property. A short time later, Trooper
Mark Williams of the Oklahoma Highway Patrol arrived at the crime scene. We all regroup south of the garage. While
we were coming up with a tactical plan, I noticed movement from inside the grow house north of the property. I
paired up with Deputy Riedlinger and Deputy Blackburn. We approached the structure from the east, and Trooper
Williams, Sgt. Shults approached from the west. When Deputy Riedlinger checked the doors on the structure, all the
doors were secured. We noticed two mobile homes on the east and west sides. The mobile on the east side had lights
on in the structure. The mobile home to the east had an unsecured door. Deputies Riedlinger, Blackburn, and Sgt.
Shults cleared the mobile home to the east.

After they cleared the structure, we regrouped at the grow house. Deputy Riedlinger and I made forced entry inside
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NARRATIVE  No: 2 - Officer: JOSEPH, KEJAUN

the grow house. When we made entry, Deputies Riedlinger, Blackburn, and Sgt. Shults cleared the main room. I
directed Sgt. Shults to watch the door on the east wall. Deputy Riedlinger made contact with an unknown Asian male.
I direct him to my position, and I directed him to Deputy Roller, who was behind me. Deputy Roller conducted a pat
search on an unknown Asian Male for any weapon. After he completed the pat search, he placed the male into
handcuffs and escorted him to a patrol unit. Deputy Riedlinger and I cleared the remaining structure.

Deputy Riedlinger, Sgt. Shults and I cleared the mobile home to the east of the property of any victims or threats.
Neither was found.

Sheriff Dennis Banther, Deputy Riedlinger, and I cleared the structures on the southwest and west of the property.

After we cleared all the structures to the best of our ability, we secured the scene and waited for the arrival of the
Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigations (OSBI) to take over the crime scene. When the agents from OSBI arrived at
the scene, Deputies Riedlinger, Blackburn, a member of the Oklahoma Highway Patrol, and I escorted the agents
around the crime scene.

I returned to the main entrance to the property and secured the property. At approximately 0630 hours, I was
released from the crime scene.

On November 21, 2022, at approximately 1200 hours, I returned to the crime scene and helped with the security of
the crime scene. I secured it outside the property while the Oklahoma Bureau of Narcotics (OBN) agents conducted
their search warrant. After the OBN Case Agent Alex Webb left a copy of the warrant at the residence. After the
agents completed the search warrant, we secured the property, and the State Agents took possession of marijuana to
destroy.

End of report. Nothing further at this time.

Deputy K. Joseph
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NARRATIVE  No: 3 - Officer: MILLER, AUSTIN

On November 20th 2022, at approximately 1940 hours I noticed a message on Telegram referencing a possible
hostage situation at 2372 N 2760 Rd near Lacey, Oklahoma. I gathered everything I would need for shift and was en
route to the location at approximately 1958 hours.

I arrived on scene at approximately 2039 hours and promptly met with Kingfisher County Under Sheriff, Barry Reilly.
Reilly advised me there was a gun shot victim, later identified as Lust Lia Yifetla, at an oil field location a quarter mile
west of the intersection of N 2760 Rd and E 610 waiting on Air Evac. Reilly directed me to that location to check on
Yifetla. Once arriving to the scene I witnessed Air Evac taking off from the oil field location with Yifetla. Hennessey Fire
informed me the helicopter would be in route to OU Medical Center in Oklahoma City. I contacted Reilly via phone call
at approximately 2056 hours to inform him Yifetla was being transported. Reilly advised for me to follow Air Evac into
OU Medical and to sit with Yifetla until it could be confirmed he was not also our shooter.

At approximately 2219 hours, I arrived at OU Medical Center located at 700 NE 13th St, Oklahoma City. I entered
through the emergency room and asked for directions to Yifetla that had arrived via Air Evac. A nurse guided me to
the trauma ICU center, room 2019, to wait on Yifetla because he was still in surgery. I contacted OU hospital police
department to ask about Yifetla clothes and any other evidence that could be helpful in the investigation. Lt Klepper
with OUHSCPD advised it had all been collected and bagged.

At approximately 0445 hours on November 21st, Reilly advised me via phone Yifetla was no longer considered a
suspect. I confirmed with Reilly I could be en route back to the scene once I collected all evidence for OSBI. After
collecting this evidence, I left OU Medical at approximately 0524 hours. I arrived back to the scene at approximately
0645 hours and turned all evidence over to OSBI. I met with Sgt. Michael Shults at approximately 0650 hours for
further instruction. Sgt. Shults informed me I was clear to leave the scene. I went 10-7 at that time and left scene to
head home for the evening.
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NARRATIVE  No: 4 - Officer: SHULTS, MICHAEL D

On 11/21/2022 at approximately 1937hrs., I was contacted by our integrity application installed on out county issued
cellular phones and advised of a hostage situation 1 1/2 miles north of Lacey, Oklahoma on 2760 Rd., west into. This
will be the Chinese marijuana grow farm.

I arrived on scene at approximately 2006 hrs. and observed Kingfisher County Sheriff Deputy's, Kejuan Joseph,
Jonathon Riedlinger, and David Roller already on scene. I was contacted by Joseph and told there we had four
deceased individuals in the garage and a critical individual laying on the floor board of a black Ford F-150 4 door
pickup with gunshot wounds to the abdomen. I was also told the shooter might still be on the property somewhere.
Deputy's Joseph, Riedlinger, and Roller cleared the main house while I stayed and gave what medical aid I could to
the surviving individual.

After the house was cleared, I had LIFE EMS come to my location where the victim was quickly loaded into the
ambulance and taken to a staging area at the corner of SH51/2760 Rd. The victim was then transferred over to
AirEvac and taken to OU Trauma Center in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma where he under went surgery. Undersheriff
Barry Reilly had Kingfisher County Deputy, Austin Miller go to OU Trauma and stand by for any and all updates on this
shooting victim.

This property contained numerous buildings on about 10 acres of land. Once the house was cleared, Deputy's Joseph,
Reidlinger, Blackburn, and myself began clearing other buildings on this property. There were two Asian males found
on the property before any search was performed. These two male's were placed in two separate patrol units at this
time. We began our search on the building that sits just north of this residence where we located another Asian male
hiding in a back room. He was taken into custody without incident and placed into Deputy Blackburn's Tahoe. We
searched numerous other buildings but did not find anyone.

We placed patrol units on both the north and south sides of this property on 2760 Rd., closing off all inbound or
outbound traffic. Lieutenant Thompson and myself, cleared the house again as a secondary precaution before entering
the garage which is located on the west side of the house. Once inside this garage, I observed a deceased Asian male
lying on his back with a gunshot wound to the head, another deceased Asian male in a sitting position slumpped over
in a tote box, a third deceased Asian male face down by the overhead garage door with a gunshot wound to the head,
and a deceased Asian female with a gunshot wound laying on her side in a small back room located on the north end
of this garage.

We secured the scene until daylight when agents from the OSBI, OBN, FBI, M.E. Office, and the Oklahoma Highway
Patrol arrived on scene with drones and a helicopter. Later that afternoon, agents with the OBN tactical team began to
recheck all buildings including the grow houses located to the southwest of our location. They located and took into
custody another Asian male who had been hiding all night. This male was transported to the Kingfisher County
Sheriff's Office for questioning before joining the other three Asian males at the Sleep Inn hotel located in Hennessey,
Oklahoma.

I cleared this scene at 1600 hrs. on 11/21/2022.

On 11/23/2022 at approximately 0900 hrs., I was instructed by Sheriff Banther to pick the four Asian males up from
the Sleep Inn in Hennessey, Oklahoma and transport them to the ICE/HSI facility located at 1220 Sovereign Row in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. I arrived in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma with all four males and turned them over to the
federal authorities. I was clear this call at 1026 hrs. on 11/23/2022.

Sergeant Mike Shults, County #3
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NARRATIVE  No: 5 - Officer: FARRAR, MICHAEL

On November 20th, 2022 at approximately 1935 hours, I was notified by phone that all Deputies were being activated
for a possible hostage situation taking place approximately a mile and a half North of Lacey.

I arrived on scene at approximately 2030 hours and was advised that the shooter could still be on scene. I was
ordered by Undersheriff Barry Reilly to establish a security perimeter to the north. I drove my patrol car north and
blocked the road at the intersection of NS2760 RD and EW600 RD.
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NARRATIVE  No: 6 - Officer: ROLLER, DAVID

On November 20, 2022, at approximately 1937 hours, (I) Deputy David Roller of the Kingfisher County Sheriff's Office
was notified of a possible hostage situation located between 610 RD. and 600 RD. On 2760 RD. just North of Lacy.

As I was arriving, I noticed that Deputy Joseph had set up the South perimeter on 610 RD. so, I drove to 600 RD. to
set up the North perimeter. I arrived at approximately 2000 hours and notified dispatch. A few seconds later a
Chinese man started beating on my passenger window. I'll call him witness 1 or, [W1]. I rolled down my window and
he made his hand into a pistol design, and said bang, bang, bang, bang, bang, and was pointing to his chest. He
repeated this action several times. I used my sayhi app on my phone to translate. My first Question was what
happened? He said that 5 people had been shoot. I asked him if the shooter was still there, and he said he didn't
know that he possibly shot himself.

Deputy Joseph arrived at my location and was listing to our conversation and getting ready to move to the main gate.
W1 pleaded with us to get his friends, stop the bleeding and to stop the dying. With that being said, I told Deputy
Joseph that we needed to move in now. Deputy Joseph agreed that we should start moving in. Deputy Redlinger
arrived about 1 minuet later and Deputy Joseph got into his Tahoe and drove to the main gate, I followed with W1 in
my passenger seat and told him to stay in my vehicle.

Deputy Redlinger and Deputy Joseph made contact with someone in a black 4 door pickup as soon as they left their
Tahoe, I Followed but W1 got out of my vehicle and wanted to go in, I put W1 back in my vehicle and told him to stay
there. I could hear them shouting Sheriff's Department, hands up and show me your hands repeatedly.

I joined in and Deputy Joseph told me to watch the house while they delt with the person in the black truck. We then
moved to the garage with the light on. Deputy Redlinger went first then Deputy Joseph and then me. I secured the
door we went through, Deputy Redlinger called out the body count as he made his way through the garage. Sergeant
Schultz arrived and got med flight on the way and secured the person in the black truck. We then moved to clear the
house. Deputy Redlinger went left to the kitchen area I went right to a bathroom and held that position, Deputy
Joseph joined Deputy Redlinger to clear the rest of the house. With the house being cleared we all went outside.

I saw Deputy Blackburn had arrived and another Chinese man witness 2 {W2} had come out of hiding I placed him in
handcuffs and detained him. I used the translator and asked him how many people were working there that day? He
said 9. I asked him what kind of weapon was used? Was it a rifle or a pistol? He said a pistol. He stated he had put his
phone down facing the door of the garage approximately 10 feet from the fence then the shooter started shooting at
him. He stated he ran away while he was being shoot at and then hid. I put him in Deputy Blackburn's Tahoe, keeping
him separated from W1.I asked W2 if he knew were anyone else was at and he stated to me that there was someone
in the building to the north of the garage. I believe I told Sergeant Schults there was a person there and he and
Deputy Blackburn found a third witness there. {W3} I continued to ask questions to all 3 witness to verify they were
not the shooter. I showed them pictures of each other, and they all verified that all 3 men belonged there.

They all agreed that there should be 9 people there and we could only account for 8. I made this known to an OSBI
agent and also told him about the phone W2 told me about. Me, Deputy Redlinger and Deputy Joseph found the
phone and told the OSBI agent its location. I also gave the OSBI agent a Wallat and a cell phone that had been taken
off W3. All witnesses were separated when I left the scene at approximately 2358.

End of report
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NARRATIVE  No: 7 - Officer: BLACKBURN, CHARLES

On 11/20/2022 at approximately 1936 hours, I Deputy Charles Blackburn was advised by Sgt. Corey Thompson of a
possible hostage situation at 2372 N 2760 Rd and every available deputy should respond.

I arrived on scene at approximately 2040 hrs. and observed Deputies, Kejuan Joseph, Jonathon Riedlinger, David
Roller, and Sgt. Mike Shultz already on scene. I noticed Deputy Roller had an Asian male detained and he asked if he
could put him in my backseat. I placed the subject in my backseat and started my in car camera recording. I made
contact with Sgt. Shultz and asked what he needed. Sgt. Shultz asked me to start taping off the area with crime scene
tape. I retrieved a roll of yellow crime scene tape and taped off the immediate area around the scene.

Deputy Joseph advised we needed to finish clearing the area as the shooter was still outstanding and possibly still in
the area. I retrieved my rifle from my patrol vehicle and followed Deputies Joseph and Riedlinger into the garage
where I observed a deceased Asian male lying on his back just inside the door, a deceased Asian male lying face down
in the SW corner of the garage near the overhead door with a dog on top of him, a deceased Asian male hunched over
inside of a plastic storage tub just a few feet inside the doorway, and a deceased Asian female inside a small storage
room on the North end of the garage. All appeared to have been shot multiple times. Once we cleared the garage, we
moved to the other structures on the property. As we were moving towards a building on the NW side of the property,
Deputy Joseph stated that he saw movement in one of the windows. Sgt. Shultz joined myself, Deputy Joseph, and
Deputy Riedlinger and we moved to the entrance of the structure where Deputy Joseph had seen movement. Deputy
Joseph forced entry into the building as we announced our presence "sheriff's office" several times with no response.
As we moved into the building which appeared to be living quarters, we found another locked door. Deputy Riedlinger
forced entry through the door which lead to another hallway with several doors. As we started down that hall, the first
door on the left opened and an Asian male appeared. We immediately began giving commands to show us his hands
and come out into the hallway. The subject complied and was placed in handcuffs, properly spaced and double locked.
I escorted the subject out of the building as other deputies continued to search. I walked the subject out to the
perimeter and turned him over to Lt. Thompson while I looked for a vehicle that I could secure him in. The individual
was eventually placed in Deputy Joseph's patrol vehicle. Lt. Thompson advised me that we needed to finish clearing
the property. We split up and Deputies Joseph and Riedlinger went to the SW side of the property to clear additional
buildings and I went with Lt. Thompson and Sgt. Shultz to clear the house. There were no threats or evidence related
to the crime scene located inside the house. Once everything in the immediate area was searched and secured, it was
determined that due to the size of the area, manpower, and the darkness that we would re-search everything in the
daylight when we had more resources.

I learned the name of the suspect Chen Wu from one of the OSBI agents on scene and contacted Kingfisher County
Dispatch to see if we had any information in our system on him. Dispatch advised he had been arrested in neighboring
Logan County about a year ago. I contacted the Logan County Jail and asked them to send me any address
information they had for Wu along with a copy of his booking photo. Logan County confirmed Wu had been arrested
for DUI by their agency in May of 2021 and provided me with a booking photo and an address in St. Michael
Minnesota. I passed this information along to Lt. Thompson and OSBI agents on scene.

I assisted in securing the scene until daylight when agents from the OSBI, OBN, FBI, M.E. Office, and the Oklahoma
Highway Patrol arrived on scene with drones and a helicopter. Later that day, agents with the OBN tactical team
began to re-check all buildings including the grow houses located to the southwest of our location. They located and
took into custody another Asian male who had been hiding all night. I drove to the area of the property where they
had located the subject, placed him in handcuffs, properly spaced and double locked and placed him in the backseat
of my patrol vehicle. I then drove the subject back to the scene to be questioned by OSBI Agents. I was advised to
transport the male to the Kingfisher County Sheriff's Office for questioning by the OSBI. I was instructed by OSBI
agents to collect the subjects clothing and bag it for evidence, get him something new to wear, and something to eat,
and they would be there shortly to question him once they could get the translator to come back.

I transported the subject to the Sheriff's Office and placed him into our interview room with audio and video recording
activated and removed his handcuffs. I asked the jail administrator if she could get some clothes from the jail and a
lunch try which she did. I advised the subject to remove his clothing and I bagged each item in separate bags,
numbered each bag 1-6, labeled their contents, and sealed each of the bags with red evidence tape and my initials. I
gave the subject a pair of sweat pants, a t-shirt, and some socks to put on, and then gave him a sandwich, some
chips and water.

A short time later, OSBI Agents and a translator arrived and questioned the subject. The Agents determined the
subject was not a suspect and advised me to take him to the motel in Hennessey where the other individuals were
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NARRATIVE  No: 7 - Officer: BLACKBURN, CHARLES

being housed. I turned over all of the evidence that I had collected to the OSBI Agents and transported the subject to
the Sleep Inn in Hennessey, OK and walked him to a room where the other three individuals were being housed.

I contacted Lt. Thompson and advised him that I was done and asked if there was anything further he needed from
me. Lt. Thompson advised no and for me to go home and get some sleep.

Nothing further to report at this time.

Deputy Charles Blackburn #12
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NARRATIVE  No: 8 - Officer: REILLY, BARRY

On Sunday November 20th, 2022, around 7:24pm, the Kingfisher County 911 Dispatch was notified of a shooting and
possible hostage situation taking place at 2372 N 2760 Rd in NW Kingfisher County, Oklahoma. I am familiar with this
location, as I live in this area of Kingfisher County. To the area resident's, this location is known as the Lacey
Marijuana Grow Farm. It is located 1 1/2 miles North of Lacey, Oklahoma on the West side of the road. This farm is
also the location of the old Donovan and Dorthey (sp) Hawk Dairy Farm.

I arrived at this location at 8:48 pm, this same date. At approx. this same time, a Medi-Vac Helicopter was landing on
an oilfield location approx 1/2 mile to the SW of this scene. A Life EMS Ambulance was standing by at the site with a
gunshot victim from the crime scene. Also at the landing site; the Hennessey Volunteer Fire Dept had set up a
perimeter around the site with their firetrucks, and overhead emergency lights flashing. The site was well lit up for the
helicopter to land. It transported the victim to the OU Emergency Trauma Center in Oklahoma City. At the crime
scene, I instructed Deputy Austin Miller to drive to the OU Hospital in OKC and stand by with the gunshot victim. At
this time it was not known if the person was a shooter from the scene or a victim of a shooter. Reserve Deputy David
Roller had a Chinese male in the front passenger seat of his patrol unit. I instructed Deputy Michael Farrar to drive his
patrol unit 1/2 mile to the North intersection from the crime scene to watch for any suspects and to reroute any local
traffic. Sgt Mike Shults and Deputies Kejaun Joseph and Jonathan Riedlinger briefed me as to what they knew of the
crime scene. They told me there were 4 deceased victims in a garage that sets to the west of the house. There were 3
men and 1 female inside that had been shot and all appeared to be of Chinese descent. They told me there is a black
pickup parked to the south of the garage with the doors open and a trail of blood going from the garage to the pickup.
In the pickup, they found the gunshot victim that was transported by helicopter to OU Trauma Center in OKC. At
approx 10:00pm I drove to a residence approx 1 mile south of the crime scene. I talked to the resident, Beau
Whittington, to partially advised him of the situation that was taking place at the Grow Farm and to notify 911 of any
suspicious activity around his house. Also I searched the area around the residence and then returned to the crime
scene area. Throughout the night, several Agents from the O.S.B.I. arrived as well as 2 OHP Troopers and an
Interpreter Agent from the O.B.N. Officers located 2 other Chinese males on the premises and all were interviewed at
the scene by the Interpreter. Sheriff Dennis Banther, with the help of Hennessey Police Officer Brad Logan, made
arrangements for the three Chinese men that were found at the scene, to be taken and roomed at the Sleep Inn Hotel
in Hennessey, Oklahoma. I paid for the men's food/drink that night. Lt. Ken Thompson and SGT. Mike Shults
transported them to the Hotel at approx. 5:08am on 11-21-2022, arriving at approx. 5:26am. I contacted Deputy
Austin Miller and advised him to collect the gunshot victim's clothing/property and any paperwork from the hospital as
evidence and to bring the evidence to the crime scene to be given to the O.S.B.I. Crime Scene Agents. It was
determined that the victim at the hospital was not a suspect/shooter. I left the crime scene at approx. 5:35am on
11-21-2022.

Life EMS (580-242-1234) EMT's were Kendra Vermillion (580-480-557), Arly Hatch (580-748-2319) and Brandon
Scott (405-853-5376). SGT. Mike Shults obtained written statements from the EMT's.

On Monday 11-21-2022, I purchased food/drinks, collected clothing and took to the 3 Chinese men at the Sleep Inn
Hotel in Hennessey, OK during the 12:00 noon hour.
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NARRATIVE  No: 9 - Officer: WHITE, YVONNE

On November 21, 2022 at 0701 hrs. I received a call from Deputy SGT Mike Shults to respond to his location. He
advised of a homicide 1 1/2 miles north of Lacey, Oklahoma on 2760 Rd., west into, Kingfisher county. This will be a
Chinese marijuana grow farm.

At approximately 0915, I arrived at the crime scene. I stepped out of my vehicle where I could see crime scene tape
on roadway. I walked to the property to see where I could be helpful. I observed as a learning experience. While I
was at the property I was asked to drive around the mile section by a supervisor, to look for any weapons, evidence
or suspicious persons. I drove around the mile section and everything was clear. I reported back to the scene and
Deputy Mike Shults and I conducted a welfare check at a house located 1 mile south of the grow farm on 2760 Rd. I
knocked on the door and met with a man. He appeared to be fine so I left. I then went to a residence 1/2 mile south
and 1 mile west of the of the grow farm. I conducted a welfare check and everything appeared to be fine. I drove
back to the crime scene where I continued to observe and I was released of my duties at at approximately 1720hrs.

This statement is true to the best of my knowledge and all times are approximate

END STATEMENT
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NARRATIVE  No: 10 - Officer: SPARKS, LAUREN

On November 21st, 2022, at approximately 0549 hours I Deputy Sparks was advised by the Kingfisher County
Sheriff's Office Dispatch advising per Sheriff Dennis Banther, to respond to 2372 N 2760 RD in Lacey Oklahoma
regarding to assist deputies with scene security reference of a quadruple homicide.

Approximately 0715 hours I arrived on scene meeting with Lt Ken Thompson and Sgt. Michael Shults. While agnets of
Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigations were conducting their investigation, Sgt. Shults escorted me around the
crime scene to observe the investigation. When I first entered the garage I observed a deceased Asian male sitting in
a black tote, I also observed a deceased Asian male lying close to the east wall with a gunshot wound in the forehead.
I also observed a Asian male to the southwest corner that appeared to be executed. I also observed an Asian female
in the north storage room of the garage. Sgt. Shults and I left the garage and walked around the location. I returned
to Sgt. Shults patrol unit.

Approximately an hour later a medical examiner arrived on scene to take possession of the deceased bodies.
Approximately thirty minutes later a second medical examiner arrived on scene.

Approximately 0900 hours, Oklahoma Bureau of Narcotics arrived on scene along with Oklahoma Highway Patrol. I
maintained security detail with Sgt. Shults.

Approximately 1100 hours I left the scene and returned to my assigned duties at the Kingfisher County Courthouse //
Nothing further to report //
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NARRATIVE  No: 11 - Officer: THOMPSON, KEN

On 11/20/2022 at approximately 1936 hours, I observed a message from Sgt. Cory Thompson regarding a possible
hostage situation in Kingfisher County. I contacted Sgt. Michael Shults and he advised the location of the incident was
one and a half miles north of State Highway 51 on north CR2760. While enroute to the scene, I received a call from
Sheriff Dennis Banther advising he had already contacted OSBI requesting their crime scene units respond.

At approximately 2045 hours, I arrived on scene and met with Sgt. Michael Schults and Deputy Charles Blackburn.
They advised there were three Asian males and one Asian female found deceased by gunshot wounds in the garage to
the west of the main residence. They advised they discovered another Asian male with gunshot wounds was
discovered in the backseat compartment of a pickup in front of the garage. They advised that male subject had been
taken to a location up the road for medi-flight transport to OU Medical Center.

Deputy Blackburn advised he had one Asian male secured in his vehicle and one Asian male was secured in Deputy
Rollers vehicle. Deputy Blackburn also advised they were unclear on the location of the shooter or any other survivors.

The deputies on the scene said they had been made aware of another subject staying in the grow building to the north
of the main residence. Deputies on scene, as well as Trooper Mark Williams made forcible entry into the building and
detained another Asian male. Deputy Blackburn brought the third male subject to me and I maintained custody of him
until Deputy Blackburn to determine a vehicle to secure him in.

I informed Deputy Blackburn that I believe we still have the shooter at large and possibly one additional survivor so
we need to continue clearing as much of the property as possible. Sgt. Shults, Deputy Blackburn, and I cleared the
residence again and then started clearing the property of the west. I believe Sheriff Banther and other deputies
cleared the buildings to the southeast and then moved to the hoop grow houses on the southwest part of the
property. At some point we determine the total area to be searched was too large for us to cover effectively in the
dark so we grouped back in the area of the main residence.

OSBI Agents arrived on scene with an interpreter sometime around 0300 hours and began interviewing the three
Asian males we had detained. During their interviews, they discovered the identity of the shooter and details of the
the shooting. After interviewing the three males OSBI Agents prepared a search warrant for the the scene and any
evidence recovered from the scene. A short time later OSBI Crime Scene techs arrived on the scene and once the
search warrant was obtained began to process the scene.

Undersheriff Barry Reilly had secured a couple of rooms for the three Asian males at the Sleep Inn Hotel in
Hennessey, Oklahoma. On 11/21/2022 at approximately 0500 hours, Sgt. Shults and I transported the three subjects
to the hotel in Hennessey and got them situated and something to eat. Sgt. Shults and I stopped at Love's and picked
up some coffee and snacks for personnel at the scene.

Once back at the scene, I instructed Sgt. Shults to place his vehicle in front of the entrance gate to block the view of
anyone that might drive by.

At approximately 0815 hours, the the first Medical Examiner transport vehicle arrived on scene and a short time later
a second ME arrived. The Medical Examiner transport vehicle departed the scene with the bodies of the deceased at
approximately 0945 hours.

At approximately 0900 hours, a Channel 4 news crew arrived at the scene and started to set up their camera. I told
Sgt. Schults they were located too close to the entrance gate and instructed him to move them back to the south.
Once that was done, Deputy Riedlinger closed the road in front of the scene by placing crime scene tape across the
road to the north and south of the location.

On 11/21/2022 at approximately 1008 hours the Oklahoma Bureau of Narcotics Tactical Team arrived at the scene
and after being briefed began their search of the buildings and property. Oklahoma Highway Patrol Troopers arrived
on the scene and deployed their drones over the property for security of the tactical team as well as to determine any
movement of persons inside the property. During their search of the hoop style grow houses on the southwest area of
the property, they discovered another subject hiding in one of the grow houses. I instructed Deputy Blackburn to
follow the road to the west side of the property and meet with the tactical team to transport the subject back to our
location. It is believed at that time this subject is our final survivor.

Deputy Blackburn transported this subject to the Kingfisher County Sheriff's Office to meet with the interpreter and be
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NARRATIVE  No: 11 - Officer: THOMPSON, KEN

interviewed by OSBI.

I spoke with OBN Agent Marshall Stafford and he asked if we had an area they could dispose of the plants inside the
grow. I spoke with Sheriff Banther and he advised he would make a call. A short time later Sheriff Banther advised he
spoke with Kingfisher County Commissioner Ray Shimanek and Shimanek stated he had a trackhoe in area that we
could use. Shimanek also stated he had a dump trailer available if they needed it. I informed Agent Stafford of the
discussion with Shimanek and he advised that would work and he appreciated it. I informed Sheriff Banther of Agent
Stafford's response and he said he would get it set up.

At approximately 1830 hours, Commissioner Shimanek arrived at the scene with his trailer and advised he had one of
his crew on the trackhoe digging a hole to bury the plants.

At approximately 1900 hours, I departed the scene and left control of the scene to OBN, Sheriff Banther, Deputy
Kejaun Joseph and Deputy Rodney Walker.

Nothing further at this time.

Lt. Ken Thompson
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